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THE URBAN TAXAMETER 
 

“. … About the taxameters, Mr. Theodore Reinach believes that this word imported  
from Germany, constitutes a barbarism. In fact, it derives etymologically from the  

Greek taxis (tax), and metron (measure). Now analogous words can be forcibly  
suppressed by suppressing the final s of the first Greek term. For example, with  

baros and metron, we did baro-meter; with hypsos and metron, we did  
hypso-meter. So we should say taximeter, as we say taxidermy, taxonomy.  

It should therefore be accustomed to say now taximeter [sic].” 
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Front Page of Le Temps 11th September 1904 (“The Times” 1861-1942) 
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TAXAMETER OR TAXIMETER 

 

“Must we say taxameter? No, says the self-styled voice of Theodore Reinach.  

It must be taximeter, the expression taxameter is a barbarism. In fact, it derives 

etymologically from the Greek taxis (tax), and metron (measure). Now analogous 

words are formed by suppressing the final s of the first Greek term. For example,  

with baros and metron, we were baro-meter; with hypsos and metron, hypso-meter.  

So we should say taximeter, as we say taxidermy, taxonomy. It would therefore  

be advisable to say that you are now talking about taximeter. ... [SIC].” 
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Front Page of Le Rappel 12/09/1904 (“The Reminder” 1869-1933) 



 
 

 
 
 

 
Parisian Taxmeter Vehicle circa 1905 

 

(Note: no accent on the letter é in the French Word taxe) 
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French Taximeter Vehicle circa 1906 
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Parisian Taximeter Vehicle circa 1907 
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French Taximeter Vehicle circa 1906 
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Parisian Taximeter Vehicle circa 1905 
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' W. G. BRUHN. 

TAXIMETEK 
APPLIUATION FILED 53111211. 1910. 

1,054,903.- , ’ _ _ , Patented Ma.r.4,1'913. 

2 SHEETS-—S_HEET 2. 



is 

v140543025. 

BEST aria-r core 

‘ ‘UNITED sra'rpps?rérnnr iorr'ice.» 
WILHELM GUSTAV BRUHN, OF BERLIN. GI‘ill'tlfIAlVY.v ' \ 

TAXIMETER. 

Specification of Letters Patent. ‘ ‘ Patented Mar. 4, 19 
idpplication ?led September 27, 1910. Serial No. 584,087. _ ' 

1' ’0 all whom it may conceive .' 
Be, it, known that _'I,'VVILIIELM Gris-rm‘ 

BRUHN," a citizen of the German Empire, 
residing at Berlin, in the Kingdom of Prus 
sia, German Empire, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Taximetcrs. vof 
which the following is a speci?cation. 

The present invention relates to a com 
bined apparatus for indicating fares and 
extras in-,taxi1ne_ters.‘ This apparatus ‘all 
be constructed ‘separately and ?tted com 
plete into the taxilneter. It-can be rela— 
tively simply and cheaply made, operates 
with ‘perfect: certainty and enables the zero 
iziiigv of all the'disks appertaining to the two 

'- combined indicating apparatus to be effected 
' by‘ one single slide; 

The accompanying drawings show by 
3 way of ‘example a ‘form vof apparatus‘ con‘ 
20 structed in accordance with the invention. 

Figure 1 is a front: elevation of the com 
.bined indicating" apparatus. Fig. 2 is a 

25 

similar View with the cover plate removedf 
Fig.‘ 3¢is asbottolniplanand li‘ig.'-4.~ is a, rear 
elevation’. ~ - __ .~ 7 

The cover'plate-lzf is formed with two 
upperfand two lower apertures. The fare 
is exhibited behind‘ the two‘ upper vaper 

Vtures, bythe threenumeral disks 2', Z, ant 30‘ i 

‘lower apertures by thefthree disks l' and 
The extras are indicated behindytheztwo' 

0.v The dishes‘ 701 m n 0 are respectively 
,?ziedion the spindles £12,731 7,1 m1 v21,‘ 0‘. Upon 
‘the spmdtes it and 7c‘ are vsecured the ratchet 
wheels and y, respectively. The feed or 
operation’ of the ratchet wheel .1: whereby 
the fare isiincreased by a. unit of price, for 
example 10" pyfennige, is effected 'autonniti 

' cally in be known way after a given dis 

45. 

tance ‘ha n traveled or after‘ a given 
‘period of time has elapsed. The operation 
of the ratchet-‘wheel g/ whereby the extras 
indicated are increased for example by ‘units 
"of 25 pfen'nige ata time, is effected in the 
known?vayb '.'a knob or other manually 

‘ operable device (not shown) usuallysituated 
. at the back of the app'aratusand turned by 
. the driver.. The decnnal,transmission from 
the spindle i1 of ‘the. first indicating disk! 
‘to thespindlewl1 and from this spindle to 
the spindle m1 ise?’ccted in the known way 
by notched count-mg wheels, and the decimal 

- transmission from the spindle is‘ to' the 

55 
‘spindle n‘ and from the latter to the spindle‘ 
01 similarly- e?ferted. 

The zeroizing is eliected in the following,r , e 
way:—The middle spindles [1 and n.‘ are. 
adapted to slide axially so thatthe notched 
counting wheels of the right hand spindles 
i‘ In‘ comeout of engagement with the rors 
responding notched counting wheels upon 
the middle spindles Z1- and '21-‘ i and the 
notched counting wheels on the spindles?‘ 
and n‘ come out of engagement with the 
notched counting wheels upon the spindles 
m1 01. " The middle spindles Z‘ and n‘ are 
now to zero by means of heart shaped 
cams, while the left and right hand spindles 
are moved back into the'zero or starting 
position ‘by means of springs. For this pur~ 
pose there is fixed on the left and right hand 
spindlesi'espefctiwelyia toothed wheel m2 
k2 0*. Theset-ooth'ed wheelsgear respec 
tively with spring barrels}? M3 iv“ o“. ~ The 
spring barrels contain slip springs, that is to 
say springs havingtheir innerend ?xed to 
the axis of the barrel while their outer end 
rubs on the cylindrical wall of the'barrel; 
If such a spring rbtirrelris .turned‘in- the 
direction in which the spring‘is'coiled the 
spring will be taken around with it. owing 
to the‘ friction‘ between the outer end'of the: 
spring-an‘d'the wall of the barrel, and the 
spring will therefore wind up. \Vhen this 
tensionattains a certain amount,_'thespring 
will slip on the inside of the barrel in the 

spring barrel is released‘it-will be rotated 
back by the spring until the latter is slack. 
The disks 1'. 1a,.ls, oQcarry respectively pins 
if In,‘ I“ and 04, which in the backward rota~ 
,tion of the disks under the action of the 
spring barrels, strike against‘stops m5 k“ 
a“. Thestops m3‘ and 05 are fixed, while the 
stops 1'5 audit?5 are formed (it-spring levers,_ 
which in the forward feed of the disks '2' l.‘ 
are moved aside by the pins 2“ is‘ and there? 
fore allow their respective‘ ‘disks i It: to make 
any desirednumber of revolutions, whereas 
they only allow their disks to turn backward 
until the pins 11* Zr" strike against ‘the levers 
1'5 b“. Upon the middle spindles l‘ Hi‘tll't‘ 
respectively ?xed heart shaped (.ialnsi'lt ii“. 
The. axial sliding of the middle spindles [1 a1 
middle zeroizing of the heart shaped cams; 
/‘i In“ is ctl'ected as follows. vl'n setting the 
apparatus to the disengaged or inoperath-‘e 
position, a lever // (Figs. 3 and l) is turned 
in‘a directionm“ the arrow. This lever im 
parts its motion by a spring 44o a slide 1 
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mounted at the underside of'tlie apiiz'iratns; 
The slide r moves the catch pawls no‘ and 11/1 
out of engagement with the ratchet Wheels. 
m and 3/ so that the lisks a" and 7t: can be 
turned back into their initial positionby 
the spring barrels and 7:“. 
To the slide r is ?ned a wedge cross arm 

9"‘ which in the sliding movement of the 
slide 7' passes under forks Z7 n7 which enga go 
in notches in the spindles Z1 n1 respectively. 
Therefore the movement of the slide 7’ has 
the ciiie‘ct of sliding the spindles Z1 "c". To 
the slide 7* is connected a slide 3 pro~ 
rided on the other or‘ the bottom 
piste. This slide 8 has two noses ' s" 
and s2 which, when the slide is moved to? 
ward the right, engage in the heart shaped 
cams Z“ and n6 and set the same to zero. 
Owing to the fact that the lever 7:) which 
act-mates the slides r and s is not connected 
rigidly ‘with the lever T but only through. the 
medium of the spring 9 the important acl— 
vantage is attained that the projections .91 
and $2 are allowed a certain ‘time to reach 
the deepest portions 01“ the heart- shaped 
cams Z“ and n“, and that- if a projection s1 
or 82 should happen to come exactly upon 
the point of the heart, shaped cam Z“ or n“, 
so that further movement of the slides r and 
8 toward the right would be prevented, no 
breakage of any part- Whatever could be 
therefore occasioned, and the only effect 
would be that the spring Q Would be stressed 
to a correspondingly greater extent. As 
however the slides 'r and s, owing to the in 
tel-position of the spring 9, are not com 
pelled to follow the lever 72 at once, but can 
follow it during thelvv'hole of the time in 
which the lever is moving toward the right», 
it will be seen that even in no}: a case the. 
zeroizing of the heart shaped cams Z6 and 
In“ would be effected as a rule even if some 
what 'tardily. ‘ 

If the eirparatus is put very quickly into 
the disengaged or inoperative p'osition, and 
is immediately thereafter pub very quickly 
into the engaged or operative position, it. 
'may be possible under some circumstances 
owing to the rapid motion of the projections 
s1 and 82 toward the right that a very‘ rapid 
rotation of the disks Z-and nv will be pro 
duced. It, might occur that- in the return mo 
tion of ‘the projections s‘ and .92, the disks Z 
and n owing to their momentum, would re 
tain the rotation imparted to them, and 
thereby move away again from the zero po- ‘ 
sition; In ordento prevent this, pins Z3 01,5 
are provided on the disks Z and n respec 
tively. These pins are located opposite cor 
responding notches in spring levers Z" 14”. 
During the’ setting-of the apparatus to the 
engaged or‘ operative position, the spring 
levers Z” so” are held out ‘of engagement ‘by 
projections s3 54 provided on the slide 8. 
~When the slide 8 begins to move toward the 

noes-ens 

right, he levers Z” n9 are released more 
into their engaging position. ‘ii’ new in the 
further movement; of the slide e toward the 
rio'ht, the disks Z and are ti'irned to zero, 

rotation, according‘ toltlie previous 10 sition 

aside by the pins Z8 "/18, and ‘when. the 
.zen position of the disks I,’ a is 

sponding notches of the 1 or I i one 5, c-— 

vent any ovcnrcnnlng oi the disks 6 2i. ‘ills 
levers Z " 
engagement; by the, projections s3 and to 
release the‘dis Z and untii (lii‘QCtilT’ be’ 
fore the slide 8 returned to its left .1: -d 
position, and after the decimal- counting 

into gear with the right and left hand count 
ing ‘Wheels. ‘ 

ment just described for preventing 
running of the middle tlisl's 7 l 

o t 
gaged position and immediately the" 

autoriatically7 and that, according to tht 
sition' which the disks Z and it have a. 

position7 the return of the cl‘ "1" to the zero 
position occurs in the one or her tiirec r 

recti'ons of rotation, the levers Z n" are 
pushed aside by the pins Z?‘ or 6° and come. 

notches with the pins Z” Yes when the disks 
have been moved to the zero position. This 

from. previously known arrangements 
wherein, for the purpose of zeroizing, the 

turned in the same direction, namely in the 
direction or feed, so that it is necessary to 

ward and to "remove a etc? before the disks 
can be fed forward again in further use I claim: . 

1. In an indicating apparatus for ta): 

niochanisms one for indicating the fares and 
1 ‘I I l I . 

tine other ror indicating the extras», each of 

plurality of counting elements ‘operativeiy 
connected with each other, ofa plate sup 

ing mechanisms for the counting elements 
out both 0t said indicating mechanisms, actu 

mechanisms ‘comprising a sliding ban and 
means operated by said sliding bar ‘for axn 

! counting elements o‘r' the indicating‘ mecha 
nisms. 

ofthe disk Z or \n', the levers Z“ n” are moved 

reached in the pins Z8 ‘n8 snap into the “ and n3 are not again lifted out 01 

wheels of the spindles Z1 or 92-1 have conic 

It should be noticed that the arroo 

/ one in 'Wm-n 

the taximeter is set rapidly t: 

tortbi: engaged position, operates sinned before the setting to the disengaged 

of rotation; also that in each of t'h * ti'iiro (li 

automatically ‘into engagement, by their 

arrangement therefore rli?'ers ssent-ially 

numeral or indicating disks must always be 

turn the said disks short- dist-ance- heals 

the counting mechanism. 

imeters, the eombinationwith two indicating 

said indicating mechanisms comprising a. 

porting both indicating. mechanisms, zeroin 

ating means commonto allithe zcroizing 

ally sliding disconnecting tbejgearing of the 

2. in an ‘indicating apparatus} for tax 

wbich occ' in the one or other direction oi: ‘ 

35 

100 

311i 



imeters, the combination with tWo indicating 
mechanisms one for indicating the fares 

“and the second one .for indicating the ex 

10 

'tras, each of said indicating mechanisms 
comprising three counting elements succesi 
sively connected wlth each-other, got‘ a plate 
supporting both of said indicating n'iecha- _ 
nisms, automatic zeroizing mechanisms for 
the outer, ones of said counting elements, cam 
actuated zeroizing mechanisms for them 
ner ones‘ of said counting elements, a slide 
adapted to shift the inner ones of the count 

' ing elements of both" indicating mechanisms 

15 
axially and . out of engagement with the 
outer ones of Silld counting elements and to 

" disconnect both indicating mechanisms from 

2.0 

25 

’ their operating devices,‘ and means actuated 
,by said sllde for operatlng said cam actu-» 
ated zeroi-zing mechanisms. 

3. In' an indicating apparatus for -tax_~ 
imeters, ,the combination with two indicating 
mechanisms one for indicating the fares and 
the second one for indicating the. extras,’ 
each of said indicating, mechanisms compris 
ing three counting elements successively con 
nected with each other, of a plate supporting 
both of said indicating~ mechanisms for the 
inner ones of said counting elements, a 

‘ spring actuated slide, a wedge attached to 
430 

35 

said slide adapted to‘ shift the inner ones of 
the counting elements of both indicating 
mechanisms axially and outof engagement 
with the outer ones of said counting elements Y‘ 
and to disconnect both indicating mecha! 

, | 

8 

means actuated by said slide for operating 
said cam actuated zeroizing mechanisms. 

4. In an indicating apparatus for tax 
in:eters_, the combination With a counting ele 
ment, of zeroizing means for said counting 
element adapted to turn the same in either 
direction, means operative during the zeroiz 
mg operatlon to arrest said counting element 
in its reset position, said arresting means‘ 
being operative upon rotation .of said count 
ing elements in both directions, and means 
operative at the end of the zerolzlngopera 

40 

tion to throw said arresting means out of 
operation. 

5._In an indicating apparatus for tax 
imeters, the 'Qombination with a counting 
disk, of‘a pin rotating with said counting 
disk, a notched lever adapted to engage said 
pin with its notch when the counting ele 
ment is in its zero position, a heart shaped 

'50 

55 
cam connected with said counting element’ 
and adapted to zeroize the same, operating 
means for said cam, and means connected. 
with said cam operating means and opera 
tive duringwthe resetting in operation to 
throw said notched lever into operative po 
sition, and a spring to move the lever into 
{operative posltlon. 

In Witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
hand in ‘presence of two ‘Witnesses. 4 

WILHELM GUSTAV BRUiI-IN, 
‘witnesses : 

HENRY HASPER, 
WOLDEMAR HAUPT. 
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vEmpire, residing at Berlin, 

' ber of revolutions 

omiten sfraîras rxfrnnr céntrica. 
FRIEDRICH WILHELM GUSTAV BRUHN, OF BERLIN, GERMANY. 

INDICATING APPARATUS FOR SHAFTS. 

1,251,859. n 
Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Jan. 1,1918. 

Application ñled March 28, 1916. Serial No. 87,234. 

To all whom it may concern.' 
Be it known that I, FRIEDRICH’WILHELM 

GUs'rAv BRUHN, a citizen of the German 
in the Kingdom 

`of Prussia, German Empire, have invented 
new and useful Improvements in Indicating 
Apparatus for Shafts, of which the follow 
infr is a specification. Y 

y invention relates to an indicating ap 
paratus for shafts or spindles rotating with 
any intermittences, whereby both the num 

of a revolving shaft or 
spindle and else, with the aid of an indicat 
ing mechanism driven from a clockwork 
mechanism (hereinafter for shortness re 
ferred to las a clock) the total duration of 
the periods of rotation of the rotary shaft 
or spindle are indicated. 

‘ The rotary shaft may appertain to any 
machine or apparatus, or it may receive its 
drive from the wheel of a motor or other 
vehicle or the like. In the latter case the 
indicating apparatus can measure and indi 
cate the total of the distances traversed by 
the vehicle and the total duration of the 
periods of traveling. ` 
According 

in and out of the indicating mechanism 
serving for indicating the total duration of 
the periods of revolution of the rotary shaft 
or spindle is effected by the relative axial 
movement of two wheels, one of which is 
driven from the rotary shaft, and the other 
from the clock that serves to drive the indi- ‘ 
cating mechanism. Y 
The invention is illustrated in one ex 

ample in the accompanying drawings in 
which Figure 1 is a front sectional elevation 
of the apparatus, the section being taken on 
A-B Fig. 2; Fig. 2 is a plan of the appa 
ratus, while Fig. 3 is a detail view in which, 
for greater clearness, the wheels whose rela 
tive axial movement effects the throwing in 
and out of the indicating mechanism are 
shown separately from Fig. l. 

38> is the rotary shaft of which the total 
vnumber of revolutions and the total dura 
tion of the periods of rotation are to be 
lmeasured and indicated. From the shaft 
38 a counter 44 is driven in the known way 
by means of aworm 39, worm wheel 40, 

to the invention the throwingV 

worm 41, worm wheel 42 and toothed wheel 
43, and serves, according to the particular 
purpose or application of the apparatus, for 
indicating either the number of revolutions 
of the shaft or the distances run say in kilo 
meters or tenths of kilometers. On the 
shaft 3S is fixed a wheel 45 which meshes 
with a wheel 46 fixed on its spindle 47. To 
the spindle 47 is fixed the inner end of a 
clockwork driving spring >(not shown)` the 
outer end of which bears and slips in the 
known way against the inner wall of a bar 
rel 43. The toothed wheel or rim 49 of the 
spring barrel is of the same size as the wheel 
46 and meshes direct with the pinion 50 of 
the escapement wheel 51, which is checked 
in the known way by an anchor 52 and bal 

55 
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ance wheel 53., The wheels 46 and 49 mesh ‘ 
with two smaller wheels 54 and 55 mounted 
on a common spindle 56 andlikewise of the 
same size as each other. The wheel 54 is 
not fast on the spindle 56y but is connected 
thereto by a friction clutch. In the example 
.illustrated the friction clutch consists o_f a 
spring l53 bearing on the one hand against 
acollar or flange 59 of the spindle 56, and 
on the other hand against the wheel 54. The 
wheel 55 is likewise not fast on the spindle 
56, but by means of inclined engaging faces 
it is constrained to move axially on the spin 
dle 56 as soon as it is turned relatively to 
the spindle. In the example illustrated the 
spindle 56` is formed ̀ with a screw thread 
at its upper part and the toothed wheel 55 
works thereon as a nut. Consequently when 
relative turning motion occurs vbetween 
toothed wheel 55 and spindle 56 the toothed 
wheel 55 is caused to move axially on the 
spindle 56. In the boss of the toothedwheel 
55 is turned a groove 60 in which engages 
a light lever 6l capable of pivoting or swing 
ing about its left hand end. In the example 
illustrated the lever 6l consists of a leaf 
spring connected at its left hand end to a 
fixedv part of the apparatus. The right hand 
end of the lever 6l is bent obliquely upward. 
"When the wheel 55 is moved axially up or 
down on the spindle 56, the right hand endv 
of the lever 6l will also be raised or lowered. 
Within the range of travel of the right hand 
end of the lever 6‘1 lies the path ofv oscilla 
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‘ indicating device. 

2 

tion of a pin 62 fixed to the balance wheel 
68. lli/Then the lever 6l is in its lower posi 
tion the balance wheel 53 can vibrate freely. 
‘When the lever 6l is raised to the position 
shown, the balance wheel is stopped, as 
the right hand end of the lever 6l then 
comes in front of the pin The lever 6I 
and the pin 62 are so arranged that the bal 
ance ywheel53 is >held near its point ofre 
versal. 0n release of the stop the balance 
wheel at once begins to vibrate. Y 
Let us assume that the parts of the appa 

ratus are in the position seen in Fig. l, 
that the slip spring (not shown) in the 
barrel 48 is wound up a little and that the 
rotary shaft 38 is stationary. If now the 
rotary shaftr88 commences to rotate, the 
wheels 45, 46 and 54 will be turned in the di 
rections shown by the arrows. The spindle 
l56 will be driven by the'wheel 54 andfin the 
same direction as this wheel by means of 
the friction clutch 58. As the spring barrel 
wheel 49 is stationary owino' to the stoppage 
of the balance wheel, the wheel 55 is held 
against rotation. Consequently the spindle 
56, rotatingY with the wheel 54, screws into 
the wheel 55 and causes this to move down 
axially, with the result that the lever 6l is 
rocked downward and releases the balance 
wheel; the cloclr work 48, 49, 50, 5l, 52, 53 
vbegins to go, the motion being controlled by 
the escapeinent. The wheel 46 usually runs 
faster than the wheel 49. Consequently'the 
whee F4 also runs faster than the wheel Therefore the wheel 55 is moved farther 

down until it comes against the collar or 
flange 59. On the occurrence of further lead 
of the wheel 54, the spindle 56 cannot be ro 
tated by the wheel 54 at the same speed as 
lthis wheel, but lags behind it, this being ren 
dered possible by the friction clutch 58. 

' As the wheel 49 rotates slower than wheel 
46, said wheel 49 cannot move wheel 55 
faster than spindle 56 is driven by wheel 54, 
hence wheel 55 will not be moved upward 
on the spindle during the rotation of 
shaft 38. , 

ÑVhen, however, the shaft 38 is stationary 
the wheel 55, driven by the wheel 49, screws 
upward again and the vclock is again 
stopped. 

~ AThe transmission ratio isso chosen that 
'at the very vleast speed which can occur lin 
practice the wheel 49 is overtaken by the 
wheel 46. 
By reason of the arrangement described 

therefore the clockwork will go lso long as 
the shaft 38 is rotating. ' ` 

As the clockwork itself represents a time 
meter it is only necessary to transmit its 
Amotion to an indicating mechanism or other 

In the example illus 
trated " the indicating device consists of a 
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counter 66 similar to the counter 44, and re 
ceiving its drive from the wheel 49 by means 
of the wheel 63, worin 64 and worm wheel 65. 
The apparatus as illustrated can be em 

ployed direct as a distance and time meter 
for any'vehicle. If the shaft 38 is driven 
`from a vehicle-wheel the distances traveled 
will be indicated in kilometers and tenths 
oflrilometers by the counter 44, and the total 
duration of the times occupied by the indi 
vidual journeys vwill be indicated in hours 
and tenths of hours by the counter 66. 
The drive of thewheel 49 may also'befef 

fected by a vseparate >or special clock'wound 
up by hand. In such a- case the throwing 
out and in of the time counter can fbe yef 
fected, as in theexam'ple illustrated, by stop 
page or release ofthe balance wheel. 

I claim: 
l. In a device of the character described, 

’the combination of ay rotaryA shaft, mecha 
Vmsm for indicating the' duration-of rotationx 
of said- shaft, cloclrmechanism for ,driving 
the indicatingmechanism, a spindle, a Vwheel 
thereon drivenv by the-shaft and adaptedto 
rotate the spindle, a wheel on> the latter 
adapted‘tojbedriven by the clock mecha 
nism, and movable axially on- the spindle by 
therotation of they latter, 'andineans operated 
`by said axial movement to release theclock 
mechanism. 

2. 'In a device of the character described, 
the combination of a rotary shaft, mecha 
nisin for indicating the 'duration of rotation 
of said shaft, clock mechanism for driving 
the indicating mechanism, a'spindle, a wheel 
thereon'driven by the shaft and ada-pted toI` 
rotate the spindle, astop member‘for the 
clock mechanism,A and a wheelaxially mov 
able on the spindle in driving-connection 
’with the'cloclr mechanism to actuate the stop 
member to lock the clock mechanism. 

3. In a device ofthe character described, 
the combination of a rotary shaft, mecha 
nism for indicating the duration of rotation 
of said shaft, clock mechanism for driving 
the indicating mechanism, a spindle, a wheel 
thereon inl driving connection withv -said 
shaft, a friction clutclrconnecting thewheel 
and spindle, a wheel on the'spindle in driv 
ing connection~ with the clock :mechanism 
and movable vaxially on the spindle by a 
>relative movement of the wheel and spindle 
and a stopping device for the clock mecha 
nism-actuated‘by` the axial movement ofs’aid 
axiallymovable wheel. ’ 

4. In a device of the character described," 
the combination of a rotary shaft, mecha 
nisin for indicating the duration of rota 
tion of said shaft, clock mechanism for driv 
ing the indicating mechanism, a spindle, a 
pinion thereon in gear with said s'haft,a 
friction clutch connecting «the pinion and 
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spindle, an internally threaded pinion In witness whereof Í have hereunto sei;Y 
mounted on a threaded portion of the spin- my hand in presence of two Witnesses. 
die a ear included in the clock mechanism 
in ’mes with the threaded pinion, and a ’ I FRIEDRICH WILHELM GUSTAV BRUHN' 

stopping device for the clock mechanism Wltnesses: 
adapted to be actuated by said threaded pin- HENRY HASPER, 
ion to stop and start the clockvmechanism. ALLEN F. JENNINGS. 

Gopies of this patent may be obtained for ñve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. C." 
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